Abstract. The polar ring galaxies (PRGs) represent an interesting type of peculiar systems in which the outer matter is rotating in the plane which is roughly perpendicular to the disk of the main galaxy. Despite the long-lasting study of the PRGs, the amount of observational data detailed enough is insufficient; there still remain many open questions. Among the most interesting issues, there are: estimating the flattening of dark matter halos in these systems and verifying the assumption that the most massive polar structures were formed by accretion of the matter from intergalactic filaments. The new catalog recently compiled by our team using SDSS images increased, by several times, the number of known PRGs. The current paper gives an overview of our latest results on the study of morphological and photometric structure of the PRGs. Using the stellar and ionized gas kinematics data based on spectroscopic observations with the Russian 6-m telescope, we estimate the shape of dark matter halo in individual galaxies.
INTRODUCTION
Last year we celebrated the 110th anniversary of Boris Vorontsov-Vel'yaminov who wrote, in the first Russian edition of his book (Vorontsov-Vel'yaminov 1972) : "...it seems that a single plane of symmetry is often absent in spiral galaxies, but two or more planes of symmetry co-exist which sometimes reveal a significant inclination to each other...". Later, Vera Rubin called such objects (including also S0 galaxies and ellipticals) "multi-spin galaxies" (Rubin 1994 ). The polar ring galaxies represent one of the most famous and beautiful sorts of multi-spin objects with external disks or rings rotating at a large angle relative to the central galaxy plane.
The existence of PRGs was discovered long ago. Sandage (1961) revealed an unusual galaxy, NGC 2685, which seemed to have two axes of symmetry. He distinguished filaments wrapping the central early-type galaxy and called it "a spindle". In the subsequent study of this galaxy, Schechter & Gunn (1978) obtained long-slit spectra along the major and minor axes and concluded that the galaxy could have been formed through accretion of a galaxy or a gas cloud by the central S0 galaxy. Interestingly, Józsa et al. (2009) used deep H I and optical observations to find that NGC 2685 was not a classical polar system since it contained an extremely warped coherent disk which was inclined at ∼ 70
• to the main lenticular body and coplanar with it at the external radii.
The problem of the formation of PRGs still remains challenging. By now, several scenarios of PRG formation were proposed; for a review and original references, see Bournaud & Combes (2003) , Combes (2006 Combes ( , 2014 . It is believed that the majority of external polar structures originate from direct merging of orthogonal disk galaxies or from accretion of the companion's matter (Reshetnikov & Sotnikova 1997) . Some of the PRGs could be formed by accretion of cold gas from filaments of the intergalactic medium (for review, see Iodice 2014) .
Despite the increasing number of known PRGs, there are still few individual PRGs which were studied in great detail. Partly for this reason, the question of the dark matter halo shape in the PRGs remains open, in spite of the fact that they represent unique objects for such a study. According to the position of the PRGs on the Tully-Fisher diagram, they tend to possess higher rotation velocities for a given luminosity. It could indicate that dark-matter (DM) halo is flattened toward the plane of the polar component (Iodice et al. 2003; Reshetnikov 2004) . Snaith et al. (2012) performed a simulation of the formation of a PRG through a combination of major merging and cold filamentary accretion and found that the shape of the DM halo of the simulated galaxy changed with radius and became flattened in the direction of the polar disk for the outer radii. This paper is an expanded version of the talk presented at the all-Russian conference "Modern stellar astronomy -2014" dedicated to the anniversaries of B. P. Gerasimovich and B. A. Vorontsov-Vel'yaminov. Here we briefly review our recent results on the morphological and kinematical study of PRGs including the detailed estimation of the DM halo shape.
NEW CATALOG OF POLAR RING GALAXIES
A very important step in studies of polar rings (and a collection of the first sample of PRGs) was the catalog by Whitmore et al. (1990) based on galaxy photographs from the UGC and ESO catalogs. This Polar Rings Catalog (PRC) consisted of 157 objects: for 6 galaxies, the existence of the polar ring was confirmed by kinematical studies; 27 galaxies were "good candidates", while the greater part of the list consisted of possible candidates and related objects. Nowadays, only about 20 candidates from the Whitmore et al. (1990) catalog have kinematical confirmation that both the external ring and the central galaxy appear to be in a regular rotation around the same dynamic center but in different planes. Unfor- Fig. 1 . SDSS DR9 images (g + r + i) of the SPRC galaxies with polar structures confirmed by kinematical measurements with the Russian 6 m telescope (see references in Moiseev et al. 2014) . The ellipses mark the adopted outer borders of the central galaxy disk and polar ring according to Smirnova & Moiseev (2013) .
tunately, only a few of them have properties optimal for a study of the DM halo shape ('the ideal polar ring galaxy', Combes 2014): the extended and wide gas-rich polar ring/disk with a relatively small mass, so that the polar ring material does not perturb the shape of the galaxy's DM halo.
The number of known PRGs increased significantly with the release of the catalog by Moiseev et al. (2011) , based mainly on the results from the SDSS Galaxy Zoo project. This Sloan-based Polar Ring Catalog (SPRC) contains 70 "best candidates", among which we expect to have a very high proportion of true PRGs (see the examples in Fig. 1 ), 115 "good candidates", 53 related objects (including warped disks and mergers), and 37 possible face-on polar rings.
The SPRC provides us with an opportunity to study the structure and properties of PRGs using the uniform SDSS data. Finkelman et al. (2012) have shown that the "best" and "good" SPRC galaxies preferentially inhabit low-density environments compared to other early type galaxies. It may be explained by the destruction of an extended polar ring by close neighbors (note that some polar rings were also found in groups and even on the outskirts of the Virgo cluster, like NGC 4262, considered in Section 5). They have also found that the starburst nuclei in SPRC galaxies are significantly larger than in a control sample of earlytype galaxies (ETGs) and comparable to dusty ETGs, while the percentage of AGN phenomena is significantly lower than in ETGs and the same as in the con-trol sample. These facts are obviously related to specific initial condition of the "secondary event" that forms a polar structure. Smirnova & Moiseev (2013) measured the angle between the polar ring and the central disk (δ) and the optical diameters of both components. Most of "the best" SPRC rings are indeed polar, i.e. tend to lie in the plane that is almost perpendicular to the central body: δ > 70
• − 80
• . However, moderately inclined outer structures (δ = 40
• − 55 • ) are observed in about 6% of objects, which probably indicates their short lifetime. It is interesting to compare the relative size of the outer polar rings to the circumnuclear polar structures from the Moiseev (2012) list compiled from the literature. The SPRC objects and inner polar structures form a single family in the distribution of diameters normalized to the optical size of the galaxy. At the same time, this distribution is bimodal, as the number of objects with d ring ≈ (0.4 − 0.7) d disk is small, which is most likely due to the fact that the stability of polar orbits in the inner regions of galaxies is supported by the bulge or the bar, while at the outer radii, polar rings are maintained by the gravity of the DM halo.
3. SPRC GALAXIES: PHOTOMETRIC PROPERTIES Reshetnikov & Combes (2015) present the results of photometric 2D decomposition of SDSS images of 46 "best" SPRC candidates and four kinematically confirmed PRGs from the PRC using the GALFIT code (Peng et al. 2010 ). We fit a two-component model (host galaxy + ring) to all galaxies in the sample. Both components were described by a single Sérsic function with seven free parameters (object center, total magnitude, effective radius r e , Sérsic index n, ellipticity, position angle). In the cases of non-edge-on rings, we approximated the ring with an inner-truncated model in order to clearly describe the central hole in the ring component.
The main results are as follows: (i) The central (host) galaxies of the PRGs are non-dwarf sub-L * galaxies with the average absolute magnitude < M r >= −20.3 ± 1.0.
(ii) The distribution of Sérsic indices of the host galaxies indicates a broad range of morphologies, from disk-dominated (n < 1.5) to bulge-dominated (n > 3) ones. The relative fractions of disk-dominated and bulge-dominated brightness distributions are 16% and 28%, respectively, in the r band. These fractions are consistent with earlier findings that late-type galaxies are less frequent among PRGs in comparison to early-type ones. It is important to note that n is not a direct measure of the galaxy type and it does not translate one to one into the bulge-to-total ratio. But the single Sérsic index is a reasonable statistical characteristic to separate late-type and early-type galaxies (Bruce et al. 2012) .
(iii) The mean colors of the host galaxies in the sample are typical of early-type galaxies: < g − r >= +0.74 ± 0.16, < r − i >= +0.41 ± 0.09.
(iv) The distributions of host galaxy characteristics on the M r versus r eff and "effective surface brightness versus r eff " planes (Kormendy relation) are shifted by ∼1 mag to fainter magnitudes in comparison to typical E/S0 galaxies. This shift shows that the structure of the PRG hosts can be different from the structure of ordinary early-type galaxies. It means that the use of standard scaling relations (Fundamental Plane, Faber-Jackson relation, etc.) for the PRG hosts should be made with caution.
(v) Polar structures are, on average, fainter (< M r >= −18.90 ± 1.28) and bluer (< g − r >= +0.61 ± 0.25, < r − i >= +0.33 ± 0.22) than their host galaxies. Nevertheless, in most of the galaxies, the stellar mass of the polar component is not negligible in comparison with the stellar mass of the host galaxy.
KINEMATICS OF GAS AND STARS IN PRGs
We performed spectroscopic observations of SPRC galaxies in the prime focus of the 6 m telescope (Special Astrophysical Observatory, Russian Academy of Science) with the SCORPIO multi-mode focal reducer (Afanasiev & Moiseev 2005) and its new version, SCORPIO-2 (Afanasiev & Moiseev 2011) , in the scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer and long-slit spectroscopic modes. First of all, these observations of SPRC objects are aimed to confirm that the external component in SDSS images is not a trivial projection of a distant galaxy but represents matter rotating on polar orbits. By now, 15 candidates, including the literature data cited in Moiseev et al. (2011) , have already obtained kinematical confirmation; 12 of them were confirmed by observation with the 6 m telescope (Fig. 1) . Other goals of our observations are the following:
(i) estimation of the ionized gas metallicity in the polar component that is one of important parameters for the verification of the cold accretion scenario for the formation of wide polar disks (Spavone et al. 2010) ;
(ii) measurement of the stellar velocity dispersion of the central galaxy in order to compare the Faber-Jackson relation with other early type galaxies; for motivation, see Iodice (2014) ; (iii) study of the shape of the DM halo using rotation curves observed in two orthogonal planes.
Recently, Combes et al. (2013) presented the molecular gas rotation amplitudes for a small sample of SPRC galaxies observed with the IRAM 30 m telescope. They confirmed the offset of PRGs in the velocity vs. magnitude diagram from the TullyFisher relation for normal spirals, which is usually interpreted as rotation on the elliptical orbits in the DM halo flattened to the polar plane (Section 1). However, using the classical scaling relation for peculiar objects is controversial, therefore direct and independent estimation of the DM shape is still needed. We have performed this sort of analysis for three SPRC galaxies, the results are presented below. Fig. 2 shows an example of observational data used in our analysis of SPRC-7 kinematics. The polar ring ionized gas rotation curve was derived from the tilted-rings analysis of the velocity field created from Fabry-Perot interferometer observations (Brosch et al. 2010) . The circular rotation curve for the central galaxy was evaluated from the rotation curve of the stellar component along the galaxy major axis, corrected for the asymmetric drift using the radial distribution of the line-of-sight velocity dispersion. A similar data set was collected for the SPRC-260 galaxy, while for NGC 4262 (SPRC-33), the HI data published by Oosterloo et al. (2010) were used to analyse the polar component rotation and gas density distribution. Apart from the data on the motion of gas and stars, a detailed model of galaxies also included information about the radial profiles of the surface density of the stellar component according to the SDSS images. Fig. 2 . Kinematics of the SPRC-7 galaxy studied with the 6 m telescope (Special Astrophysical Observatory, Russian Academy of Sciences): the ionized gas velocity field of the polar disk (top panel); the line-of-sight velocity and velocity dispersion distributions for stars along the host galaxy's major axis, obtained from long-slit spectroscopic observations (bottom, left); the fit of the rotation curves of both components with the model including a NFW halo with c/a = 1.5 (bottom, right).
ESTIMATES OF THE DM SHAPE OF PRGs
We constructed models that reproduced the observed kinematics both of the main body and of the polar component of the considered PRGs; for more details, see Khoperskov et al. (2013 Khoperskov et al. ( , 2014 . The shape of the dark halo in the model was chosen so as to achieve the best fit to the observed rotation of both galaxies proper and of their polar rings. According to our study, SPRC-260 possesses a triaxial DM halo with the scale length ratios c/b = 0.95, a/b = 1.1.
It is interesting to compare SPRC-7 and NGC 4262. The first system is one Fig. 3 . Distribution of the dark halo gravitational potential (contours) according to the numerical calculations for the galaxies considered. The central disk and the polar ring are shown schematically.
of the largest (the ring diameter is about 50 kpc) and the most distant ones among confirmed PRGs; its massive ring consists of gas and stars and rotates not perpendicularly to the plane of the galactic disk, but rather at an angle of 73
• to it. NGC 4262 belongs to the Virgo cluster. Its ring of about 30 kpc in diameter contains almost no stars, it is mainly composed of HI gas and is oriented almost exactly orthogonally to the central galaxy. The studied galaxies notably differ from each other. Not surprisingly, the dark haloes in them are dramatically different too. In SPRC-7, the halo is noticeably flattened towards the polar ring plane (Fig. 3) . For this galaxy, we used two different DM density profiles, NFW (Navarro et al. 1996) and isothermal (Burkert 1995) . For the NFW DM halo, we obtained the axis ratio c/a = 1.5 ± 0.2, while for the isothermal distribution it was found to be c/a = 1.7 ± 0.2.
For NGC 4262, the situation is more complex. Models with a DM halo axis ratio constant with radius failed to reproduce the observed kinematics of gas and stars. Thus, we used a model where the axis ratio c/a could vary with radius, amounting to about 0.4 in the inner regions and 1.5-2.3 in the outer regions (see Fig. 3 ). This is the first galaxy (except for the Milky Way) where the variations of the shape of the dark halo with radius are reliably detected, as it was predicted by some theoretical models of galaxy formation (Snaith et al. 2012 ).
CONCLUSION
The capabilities of the Galaxy Zoo project and SDSS data permitted to increase the number of good candidates for PRGs by a factor of three. The number of PRGs with kinematical confirmation also rises.
We showed on the examples of individual PRGs that one could estimate the shape of the DM halo in polar ring galaxies. However, to do that one needs sufficiently accurate observational data.
According to our estimates of the DM halo shape in the PRGs, the flattening of the halo could be different in different objects. It could indicate the absence of a universal formation scenario for all PRGs.
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